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EXPERIENCE
RAZORPAY | Senior Frontend Engineer
Aug 2021 – Current, Remote

Ô Architected Progressive Canary Analysis & Rollout of GraphQL server with
automated zero-touch rollbacks, and 10+ deployment pipelines.

Ô Optimized CI build times and the app size of the iOS app reducing it by 20%.
Ô Led the successful major version migration of apollo-server, NodeJS v18 &

Rover CLI that is used by our three client apps. Improved Developer
Experience by adding a GraphQL Schema Change Summary in every PR.

Ô Reduced Android build times by 75% by an architectural modification, saving
up to 90mins of build hours in a month for a single developer.

Ô Saved 8m of developer’s time per commit by fixing an issue with the
deployment of our GraphQL service in the stage environment.

Ô Gave a live workshop on using analytics events for various pods in the
organisation & built multiple dashboards to help the mobile engineering team
make more data-driven decisions.

Ô Responded to a sensitive security incident with our CI-CD tool in a close span
of the incident reported to resolution in just 2 days, for such a complex task.

Ô Owned the development of a new hero payment product Payment Handle end
to end which became a first-touch transaction product leading by 78.06%.

Ô Implemented QR Code product in the mobile app from scratch contributing
47L+ GMV, without direct involvement of Product & Design.

Ô Rolled out 20+ major releases of our mobile app as a Release Champion on
both Android & iOS platforms with fixing of app review issues.

Ô Wrote the tech spec for an Event Delight framework & integrated it into the
app which was appreciated across leadership & design.

FIRSTCRY | Software Developer
March 2020 – August 2021, Remote

Ô Single-handedly built Polls feature with multiple poll templates in the
brownfield React Native mobile app.

Ô Implemented universal search & built digital product listing for CPID pages.
Ô Optimized homepage render time & performance of Shopping section.

PROJECTS
SCRIPTIFIED
2021 | NextJS, TailwindCSS, React, TypeScript, Strapi, Buttondown

Ô A progressive web app to publish curated weekly newsletters on React and
JavaScript, with all data stored on a headless CMS.

AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENTS
Ô 5x Autonomy & Ownership Award - for delivering numerous critical projects

at Razorpay with excellent communication & coordination with stakeholders.
Ô 1x Challenging the Status Quo Award - for leading the research &

implementation of an initiative to achieve feature parity of the Razorpay Web
Dashboard & the Razorpay Mobile App.

Ô 2nd Prize worldwide in Care.Card UX Contest 2018 - a 55-day React Native
challenge where our team won in the ”How Are You Feeling Today” category.

SKILLS
PROGRAMMING
Proficient:
JavaScript, GraphQL,
TypeScript, CSS, HTML

Familiar:
Java, NodeJS

LIBRARIES/FRAMEWORKS
React Native, React, Apollo
GraphQL, Next.js, Jest, React
Navigation, Styled
Components, TailwindCSS

TOOLS/PLATFORMS
Git, GitHub, Play Store, App
Store, Android Studio, XCode,
CircleCI, Fastlane, Spinnaker,
Sentry, Firebase, Amplitude,
Postman

EDUCATION
SKIT
Bachelor of
Technology
2015 - 2019 | Jaipur
Information Technology
Grade: 72.92%

INTERESTS
Photography, Solo Travelling,
Indie Music, Designing, Hiking
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